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Cabled fingerless gloves 

 

Yarn:  100g ball The Wool Company Merino Possum, in Kingfisher, Shade 15 (or a heavy DK/light 

worsted weight yarn with 11wpi, or a yarn that specifies 20 stitches x 30 rows on 4mm needles) 

Needles:  one set 3.75mm (US 5) double-pointed needles, one cable needle 

 Tension:  22 stitches x 34 rows over 10cm (4in) on 3.75mm (US 5) in stocking stitch 

Size:  Total length for longest version, 34cm (13.5in).  Will fit 27cm (10.5in) round forearm at the 

widest point.  

Definitions: 

K = knit 

P = purl 

C6F = transfer 3 stitches to a cable needle, hold in front of work, K3, then K3 from cable needle 

Pm = place marker 

Yo = yarn over 

Instructions: 

Left hand:   

Cast on 44 stitches and divide evenly over three needles. 
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Work K2 P2 rib in the round.  For a long cuff (as shown), work K2, P2 rib for 20cm.  If you prefer a 

mid-arm length, stop at 18cm, or 15cm for a basic glove length. 

(Read this section in its entirety before starting)  Now work the wrist and hand:  At the beginning of 

the next row, *K16, P2, CF6, P2, K18. (The idea is for the P2 to match an existing P2 rib section, so 

that you get the nice flow into a cable on the CF6 section as illustrated below.  You may have to vary 

the number of knit stitches by one stitch before you start your P2 depending on how you’ve divided 

the stitches over your needles).   

 

Work 8 rows, purling the purl stitches and knitting the knit stitches*.  Repeat * to * until 22 rows are 

complete or work measures 6cm (2.5in).   

Thumb gusset:  On the next row, K6, pm, yo, K2, yo, pm, and at the same time keeping cable pattern 

as noted.  Using the yarn over method, increase two stitches each row between thumb gusset 

markers until there are 16 stitches between markers.  Next row, K these 16 stitches, then transfer on 

to a piece of waste yarn and secure. 

Continue working the hand until there are 5 full cable repeats (pictured gloves have 5 repeats).  

Hand section with 5 repeats should measure approx 11.5cm (4.5in).  (You may want less or more 

cable repeats depending on how long your fingers are and how much of them you want covered.  I’d 

suggest a maximum of 6 repeats). 

At the beginning of the next row, K2tog, (P2, K2) remaining stitches until last two stitches, then 

K2tog.  Now work K2, P2 rib for a further 4 rows and cast off. 

Finish thumb:  return the 16 stitches on waste yarn to double-pointed needles.  Work one round in 

knit, then 2 rows K2, P2 rib and cast off loosely. 

Right hand:   

Work as for left hand until thumb gusset instructions.   

Make thumb gusset:  K14, continue cable pattern over next 10 stitches, K6, pm, yo, K2, yo, PM, K12.  

Using the yarn over method, increase two stitches each row between thumb gusset markers until 

there are 16 stitches.  Work one row even.  Then transfer these 16 stitches between the markers on 

to a piece of waste yarn and secure. 

Continue working the hand as per left hand instructions. 

To get a smooth cross-over, note 

the knit stitches in the cable start on 

the K2 of the ribbing in the cuff 


